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Abstract: We present experimental evidence for soliton bunching mediated by forward Brillouin
scattering in the soliton rain regime of an ultralong fiber laser. Spatio-temporal dynamics show an
initial acceleration followed by self-organization of the rain solitons.
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1. Introduction
Fiber lasers are known to exhibit staggering diversity of operational regimes, spanning a multi-dimensional
parameter space. Of these, the soliton rain regime corresponds to a weakly mode-locked state obtained at high pump
powers, which supports the coexistence of mode-locked solitons and quasi-continuous wave components [1]. This
regime is typically characterized by a mode-locked soliton complex of high peak intensity, often compared to a
liquid, condensed phase, and a spray or rain of low peak-intensity solitons riding atop a quasi-continuous wave
background. Soliton rains have been observed typically in both path averaged anomalous dispersion [1,2] and
normal dispersion cavities [3].
Here, for the first time, we present the spatio-temporal dynamics of the soliton rain regime in an ultralong fiber
laser, capturing its evolution over ~40x103 round trips. The spatio-temporal dynamics reveal a continuous generation
and accelerated drift of solitons away from the condensed pulse. Furthermore, we also show that the interactions
between the solitons in the rain are mediated via the forward Brillouin scattering (FBS) effect, which lead to a selforganized, regularly spaced train of solitons.
2. Results

Fig.1 a. Experimental configuration – WDM - wavelength division multiplexer, Er - Erbium doped fiber, Iso - Isolator, SMF - Single mode
fiber, PC - polarization controller, CNT - carbon nanotube saturable absorber; b. Typically observed intensity dynamics; c. Spatio-temporal
dynamics of the soliton rain. Inset: close-up of the regularly spaced solitons in the rain near point of origination (bottom inset), and in welldeveloped stage (top inset).

Fig.1a depicts the ring-configuration based fiber laser used in experiment, comprising of 1.3 m of Er-fiber pumped
by a watt-order 1480 nm Raman pump laser, and 10 km of Corning SMF-28 single mode fiber. A carbon nanotube
based saturable absorber was used to achieve mode-locking, with the polarization controller helping to stabilize the
the operational regime. The intensity dynamics were monitored using a 6 GHz real-time oscilloscope equipped with
a 33 GHz photodetector. The lasing threshold was near 90 mW, and by controlling the PC orientation, the
fundamentally mode-locked soliton rain regime was obtained at 120 mW (see Fig. 1b).
Fig. 1c shows the spatio-temporal dynamics of the soliton rain, obtained via stroboscopic measurements of the
intensity dynamics. This shows that the soliton rain is continuously generated from the condensed pulse over a time
scale of 40x103 round trips, which eventually results in a 700 ns wide rain span comprising in excess of 190
individual solitons. The relative inclinations between the condensed pulse and the solitons arise from a difference in
speeds between the structures, with the rain solitons moving faster than the mother pulse. In particular, the solitons
exhibit an initial accelerated drift away from the condensed pulse, repelling and/or coalescing to form new solitons
(bottom inset, Fig.1c). The interaction between the solitons result in their self-organization in the long-term, as
evidenced by the spatio-temporal dynamics in Fig. 1c, and also the spatio-temporal evolution of the probability
distribution function of the soliton interspacing, Fig. 2. Specifically, the stable interspacing for the well-developed
rain is observed to be close to 2.5 ns, which can be attributed to the electrostrictive response of SMF [4,5]. This
suggests that the solitons in the rain interact via FBS, which results in their observed self-organization, much like
that observed in a mode-locked fiber laser [6], or more recently in the bunching of temporal cavity solitons in a
passively driven cavity [7].

Fig.2 Spatio-temporal evolution of soliton interspacing probability distribution function (logarithmic scaling),
showing evolution towards preferential spacing of 2.5 ns
To conclude, to the best of our knowledge, we present for the first time experimental evidence of pulse-bunching
mediated by Forward Brillouin Scattering in the soliton rain regime of an ultralong fiber laser. The dynamics occur
over time scales of thousands of round trips, giving rise to a regularly spaced wide-span soliton rain. The
observations highlight the possibly ubiquitous role of forward Brillouin scattering in the dynamics of mode-locked
fiber lasers.
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